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Executive Summary

A new thermochemical model has been developed for representing irradiated fuel with fission products. Calculations of oxygen potential as a function of burnup were performed using the developed model, and when clad oxidation is considered the results well reproduce the limited available measurements. The thermochemical equilibrium solver software library THERMOCHIMICA was used for modeling the oxidation state of LWR fuel during irradiation. The local oxygen chemical potential and its gradient are considered to be the most important chemical properties of nuclear fuel because they strongly affect many diffusion controlled processes and oxidation of the inner surface of the fuel cladding. New computer subroutines and functions were implemented in MOOSE/BISON software for calculation of oxygen partial pressure, oxygen to metal ratio in the fuel fluorite phase, and the oxygen chemical potential. Experimental measurements from the open literature were used to validate the implemented models and illustrate functionality of the developed thermodynamics module. This process involved conducting neutronics, isotopic depletion transmutation and decay of the fuel using the SCALE system. The isotopic predictions using SCALE and thermochemical prediction using THERMOCHIMICA models resulted in a good agreement with the available experimental measurements. The developed THERMOCHIMICA modules constitute a unique capability for modeling composition and spatial variation of compounds and phases in the nuclear fuel during irradiation, and provide the framework for more accurate modeling of diffusion controlled processes in the multicomponent systems. The THERMOCHIMICA modules were also coupled with the existing burnup kernel and isotopic models in BISON. Simulations of the existing benchmark problems in Bison were conducted to validate the model implementation.
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Introduction

The evolving chemical composition of nuclear fuel during irradiation and the corresponding thermochemical properties strongly influence the fuel’s behavior in normal operating conditions and during transients [1]. The chemical state influences physical properties and response of the fuel including thermal conductivity, heat capacity, swelling, creep, fission product volatility, etc. [2]. As LWR UO₂ fuels are burned, they generate up to sixty transuranic and fission product elements resulting in a complex chemical system [3]. To represent that system a thermodynamic database is under development that can be used with equilibrium solvers to determine the local chemical state, including vapor pressures and oxygen potential. To date the database contains assessed representations of U-Pu-O, U-La-O, U-Gd-O, U-Ce-O as plutonium and the lanthanoids are high concentration fission products that readily dissolve in UO₂ and have a strong influence on behavior. Thus these together can accurately predict behavior within the combined systems in fuel. Other important fission products are also included in the database, along with secondary phases, only a subset of which has been assessed. Model approximations in the form of ideal solutions in the fluorite phase are being used for the remainder of the systems, and these can provide reasonable results pending completion of the remaining assessments of important fission products. Noble metal phases are included based on a reported assessment.

THERMOCHIMICA [4] is a software library developed for calculation of thermochemical equilibrium at a prescribed composition, temperature and pressure. The equilibrium solver determines a unique combination of phases and their compositions at thermochemical equilibrium. The computational algorithms and software were developed at the Royal Military College of Canada and at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and have been released in the public domain. THERMOCHIMICA routines were developed for incorporation of equilibrium thermo-chemical calculations into other simulation codes, with emphasis on nuclear fuel problems. Considerable research efforts have been undertaken to achieve high computational performance, primarily through advanced algorithm development, such as improved estimation techniques and domain tailored non-linear solvers [5, 6].

Thermochemical equilibrium calculations are only one of the tools for estimation of the nuclear fuel’s chemical state and behavior. During irradiation, the fission products are continuously generated and change due to transmutation and decay, the oxygen chemical potential changes with the burnup and production of fission products, and most importantly, temperature and chemical potential gradients affect the formation of various phases and species transport and spatial distribution [3]. Therefore, a thermochemistry equilibrium solver needs to be a part of a larger multi-physics simulation system in order to achieve its full potential.

THERMOCHIMICA was incorporated into the MOOSE (Multiphysics Object Oriented Simulation Environment) [7] code that was developed by the Idaho National Laboratory. MOOSE is a computational framework for development of simulation tools for solving coupled, nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs). BISON [8] is a finite element method (FEM) code built within MOOSE for simulation of coupled multi-physics phenomena in nuclear fuel elements and nuclear reactor engineering. The physical phenomena at the continuum scale are modeled by conservation laws expressed by PDEs and the coupling of the physics models is then formulated and modeled by systems of coupled PDEs. A detailed description of the implementation of THERMOCHIMICA can be found in a technical report [9].

The task reported in this document involves implementation of the modeling capabilities for calculation of oxygen chemical potential and oxygen to metal ratio in the fluorite phase of nuclear
fuel. The developed thermodynamic models and their BISON implementation were verified with experimental measurements of composition and oxygen potential of the high burnup fuel [10]. The verification generally follows the procedure established in a recent journal publication by Piro et al. [1] and thus the details of the procedure will not be explained in full detail here. We describe only the main steps of the simulation workflow and compare the simulation results to the experimental data. In order to verify the developed thermodynamic model and its implementation into BISON for high-burnup LWR fuel, we have performed full neutronics, isotopic depletion, transmutation and decay calculations in the SCALE [11] system for the fuel composition and power history used in the experiments [10]. The experimental data for model verification includes oxidation and local fission product concentration measurements on the same sample. The isotopic composition calculated by the SCALE system was used in thermochemical equilibrium calculations for the high burnup fuel. The developed thermodynamic models and subroutines were implemented into BISON which was used for the verification calculations. The isotopic predictions using SCALE and thermochemical prediction using values and models in THERMOCHIMICA resulted in good agreement with the available experimental measurements. The developed subroutines were also coupled with the existing burnup and isotope models in BISON [12] and their performance was demonstrated using the program’s assessment and example problems.

THERMOCHIMICA Implementation for Nuclear Fuel

THERMOCHIMICA software consists of a library of material thermodynamic properties, a select set of thermodynamic models, and a numerical solver to minimize global Gibbs energy while respecting the Gibbs Phase Rule and conservation of mass. THERMOCHIMICA utilizes input parameters and a specific model framework to predict a unique combination of species and phases that are stable at thermodynamic equilibrium and then outputs material properties and boundary conditions. Specifically, the software uses input parameters such as temperature, pressure, and species mass together with a thermodynamic database such as that described above, to calculate species mole fraction, chemical potentials, thermochemical activities, moles of phases present, enthalpy, heat capacity, and Gibbs energy.

THERMOCHIMICA solves for thermodynamic equilibrium and does not take chemical kinetic information into consideration. It is implicit to the method that the chemical reactions are controlled by thermodynamics and not kinetics. In reality, chemical equilibrium is not achieved instantaneously. However, chemical kinetics are not very significant at sufficiently high temperatures, long time periods, and when atoms of the various chemical elements are randomly mixed in the system. In nuclear fuels under normal operating conditions, chemical equilibrium is achieved quickly due to the high temperatures, and the chemical reactions occur over long time periods between refueling. Also, due to the nature of fission, the atoms of the various elements representing the transuranics and fission products are randomly mixed in irradiated nuclear fuel. This implicit assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium must be taken into account in model development and in the solution procedures in the code.

Thermochemical Database for LWR Nuclear Fuel

A global LWR nuclear fuel database has been under development at ORNL. It is currently based on the original work of Gueneau, et al. [13] who developed a thermochemical model for the fluorite structure urania phase with solutes, and in their work plutonium was considered as a solute. The model utilizes the compound energy formalism (CEF), which in this case allows for consideration of cation solutes and oxygen vacancies and interstitials.
The urania-plutonia CEF model has been expanded to include all the relevant rare earth fission products as well as yttrium, zirconium, molybdenum, and tellurium. Given the fact that fission product concentrations will be relatively dilute, a good assumption was that interactions would occur only between uranium and the respective other cations in the structure. Thus thermochemical models of urania with the fission products integrated into a single CEF model for the fluorite phase would be sufficiently accurate. To date, assessed models for urania with plutonium, lanthanum, cerium, gadolinium (as a burnable poison) have been included in the urania representation. The remaining cations are so far being treated as ideal solution components, which will be adequate for the demonstration of fuel behavior in the current work.

Secondary phases will form in the urania fuel, although most only at relatively high burnups [14]. Phases that form at lower burnups include the white or noble metal phase. These are alloys of Rh, Ru, Mo, Pd, and Tc which can be present in the bcc, fcc, or hcp structures. Thermochemical models for these phases have been adopted from the work of Kaye, et al. [15].

A model for the perovskite phase formed from fission products and seen in high burnup oxide fuel was generated as a solid solution of BaO, SrO, Cs₂O, ZrO₂, MoO₂, RbO₂, and actinide dioxides. This model remains unoptimized, but the phase does appear in calculations of fuel at high burnup and is seen as adequately representative.

Other secondary oxide phases are observed at high burnups in fuel and are represented in the database. These include (Ba,Si)O, (Rb,Cs)₂ZrO₃, (Sr,Ba)ZrO₃, (Rb,Cs)₂UO₄, (Sr,Ba)UO₄, and(Rb,Cs)MoO₄.

Thermochemical Modeling of Burnup

The elemental compositions provided from the burnup calculations performed in ORIGEN were used as input to thermochemical equilibrium calculations. The FactSage [16] software package was used for computing the equilibrium state utilizing the database described above. The equilibrium oxygen potential was determined, and for convenience defined by

$$RT \ln p_{O_2}$$

where \(R\) is the ideal gas law constant, \(T\) is temperature, and \(p_{O_2}\) is the oxygen partial pressure. For these calculations the total pressure was 1 bar and temperature was 1023K. The conditions were selected to match those of reported oxygen potential measurements on irradiated fuel samples to allow direct comparison.

The computed oxygen potentials together with reported measurements are shown in Fig. 1. The blue curve containing relatively more positive oxygen potential values are the result of the direct calculation of oxygen potential based on the composition of fuel at the specific burnup values. The results can be seen to be generally more positive than the reported measurements of Adamson, et al. [17], Une, et al. [18], Matzke [19], and Walker, et al. [10]. The calculations, however, do not take into account the observed oxidation of the inner zirconium clad surface and therefore the resultant loss of oxygen from the fuel. In order to represent the oxidation of the clad and therefore to better fit the measured fuel oxidation potentials, the equivalent of the amount of oxygen that would be lost to ZrO₂ was removed from the calculations. The surface area of clad directly adjacent to a fuel pellet was assumed to oxidize, and the depth of the oxide layer was assumed to increase from 0.7 µm at 12.5 GWd/t to a steady state 6 µm at > 50GWd/t to fit the observed oxygen potential values. The internal cladding oxide layer thickness also agrees well with the typical observation of about a 6 µm
layer reported by Walker, et al. [10]. The orange, more negative oxygen potential curve in Figure 1 is seen to well represent the limited reported measurements.

**Figure 1.** Computed oxygen potentials (lines) as a function of burnup for PWR fuel compared to reported measurements (points) [10, 17-19]. The blue curve represents direct equilibrium calculations from the ORIGEN results, whereas the orange curve includes oxygen loss due to clad oxidation.

**SCALE Simulation for High Burnup LWR Fuel**

In order to simulate isotope composition of high burnup LWR fuel, we performed a full SCALE simulation for the fuel and power profile of Walker et al. [10]. The irradiation history of the fuel is shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 2.** The irradiation history of UO$_2$ fuel used in the current simulation.

The initial unirradiated fuel was slightly hyperstoichiometric with an enrichment of 3.5%. The outer
diameter of the fuel was 9.3 mm and had 95% of theoretical density. The fuel was that of a commercial Siemens 15x15 PWR fuel assembly. It was irradiated over a period of 9 power cycles to an integral burnup of 102 GWd/t(U). The SCALE 2D model configuration is shown in Figure 3.

**Figure 3.** SCALE model geometry where r is the outer radius of the annular section in mm.

In contrast with the procedure employed in Piro et al. [1], a multi zone SCALE model was used. This approach accounts for the feedback of the self-shielding of cross sections and a new transport solution during burnup. In order to provide an adequate resolution of elemental distribution in the high burnup regions, many more rings would be needed. However, for the purpose of validation of the current model, the above configuration was considered to be sufficient. A high resolution model is currently under development and will be the subject of subsequent effort. The details of the SCALE system calculations can be found in references [1] and [11]. The resulting predicted average fission product inventory in the fuel and its comparison with experimental measurements [10] is shown in Figure 4.

**Figure 4.** The predicted average chemical element inventory compared to experimental measurements [10].
The predicted results are in a good agreement with the experimental measurements. The predicted radial distribution of the element inventory is shown in Figure 5.

**Figure 4.** The predicted distribution of chemical element inventory along the radius of the pellet.

The modeling of the high burnup region, i.e., the rim region, can be enhanced by using a larger number of ring elements in the SCALE simulation.

**Modeling of the Oxidation State of the LWR Nuclear Fuel Material**

The chemical element composition for different radial locations of nuclear fuel was used in thermodynamic calculations of the oxidation state of the fuel using the implemented subroutines in BISON. The results are summarized in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows the oxygen potential as a function of temperature for different locations in the fuel compared to experimental measurements. The measurements for the location $r/r_o=0.1$ are presented for completeness only. They should not be used in the overall evaluation as it was reported by Walker et al. [10] that the measurements in this region were not reproducible and had large errors.
Figure 5. The predicted oxygen potential compared to experimental measurements of Walker et al. [10].

Note that the locations of the predicted values do not coincide exactly to the experimental measurements due to the specific discretization used in SCALE. Nevertheless, the predicted results are close to those of the experiments, especially considering that the experiments had an estimated error of 10% [1]. The range for unirradiated UO$_2$ is shown for comparison. The predicted variation of the oxygen potential along the radius of the pellet is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6. The predicted oxygen potential distribution along the radius of the pellet compared to experimental measurements of Walker et al. [10].

Taking into consideration that the SCALE computation only had 5 zones along the radius of the pellet, and that the burnup and thus fission products concentration increases rapidly in the sub-millimeter, rim zone in the pellet periphery, the predicted results show good agreement with the experiments.

**THERMOCHIMICA Implementation of Oxidation-Related Calculations in BISON**

New modules for oxidation-related calculations were implemented in BISON. In the MOOSE nomenclature, the implementations consist of Initial Condition module (**O2PPressureIc.C**) and Auxiliary Kernel modules (**O2PPressureAux.C** and **OxygenThermochimicaAux.C**). The Auxiliary Kernel **O2PPressureAux.C** was developed for interfacing with the existing burnup module in BISON and uses only uranium and plutonium isotopes. An example for the Initial Condition input for **O2PPressureIc.C** is shown in Listing 1.
Listing 1. An example of the input syntax for the calculation of initial conditions for the oxidation state of the fuel in BISON.

The element symbols define amounts of chemical elements in the fuel. Parameter $O_2idx$ denotes the index of the $O_2$ species in the calculation that is based on the thermodynamic model in the thermofile database. A partial listing of the initial condition implementation is given in Listing 2. Only the main FORTRAN subroutine calls are shown in the listing. Error checking and other data transformations are omitted.
Real O2PPressureIc::value(const Point & p)
{
  double Temperature, Pressure, dMol, dIdealConstant, dO2PPressure,
  dMolFraction;
  int iElement, idbg;

  FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::setthermofilename)(cThermoFileName);
  FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::setstandardunits)();
  // Read in thermodynamics model, only once
  FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::ssparsecsdatafile)();
  FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::settemperaturepressure)
    (&Temperature, &Pressure);
  // set element amounts
  iElement=94;  dMol=_elPu;
  FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::setelementmass)(&iElement, &dMol);
  iElement=92;  dMol=_elU;
  FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::setelementmass)(&iElement, &dMol);
  // similarly for other chemical elements

  // calculate thermochemical equilibrium
  iElement=_o2idx;
  dMolFraction=0.0;
  FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::getmolfraction)
    (&iElement, &dMolFraction, &idbg);
  dO2PPressure = dIdealConstant*Temperature*log(dMolFraction);
  return dO2PPressure;
}

Listing 2. An example of the input syntax for the calculation of initial conditions for the oxidation state of the fuel in BISON.

Definition of the object construction and initiation in MOOSE and BISON is fairly straightforward and is not shown in the above listing. The initial condition can be coupled to the temperature field. An added benefit of the framework is that the initial condition is valid for both regular and aux kernel variables.

The main component of the implementation of the oxidation auxiliary kernel OxygenThermochimicaAux.C is shown in Listings 3 and 4. Listing 3 shows the constructor of the kernel. It couples temperature and provides for the calculation of oxygen potential and oxygen to metal ratio in the fuel fluorite phase.
template<> InputParameters validParams<OxygenThermochimicaAux>()
{
    InputParameters params = validParams<AuxKernel>();
    params.addCoupledVar("Pu", 0.0, "Pu element amount");
    params.addCoupledVar("U", 0.0, "U element amount");
    // similarly for other elements
    params.addCoupledVar("O", 0.0, "O element amount");
    params.addRequiredParam<int>("O2idx", "O2 index in species list");
    params.addRequiredParam<int>("O2iel", "O index in element list");
    params.addCoupledVar("temp", 1000, "Temperature");
    params.addParam<Real>("pressure", 1.0, "Pressure");
    params.addParam<FileName>("thermofile", "Thermochimica.dat",
                               "Thermodynamics model file");
    params.addCoupledVar("o2m", 0, "O/M aux variable to update");
    return params;
}


The main auxiliary kernel evaluation steps are shown in Listing 4.

Real OxygenThermochimicaAux::computeValue()
{
    double Temperature, Pressure, dMol, O2M, dMolFraction, dIdealConstant,
            dO2PPressure;
    int iElement, idbg;
    char cPhaseIn[] = "O2ZRU_C";
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::setthermofilename)(cThermoFileName);
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::setstandardunits)();
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::ssparsecsdatafile)();
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::settemperaturepressure)
            (&Temperature, &Pressure);
    iElement = 94;  dMol = _elPu[_qp];
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::setelementmass)(iElement, &dMol);
    // same for other elements
    // calculate thermochemical equilibrium
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::thermochimica)();
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::compotomratio)
            (cPhaseInFortran, &O2M, &idbg);
    iElement = _o2idx; dMolFraction = 0.0;
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::getmolfraction)
            (&iElement, &dMolFraction, &idbg);
    _o2m[_qp] = dO2M;
    return dO2PPressure;
}


As can be seen, the oxygen potential denoted as \( \text{oxyPP} \) is the main variable. This was imposed because the experimental data was in that form. The main variable may be changed during further development as we will concentrate on the modeling of oxygen diffusion in fuel. An example of the input for the OxygenThermochimicaAux is shown in Listing 5.
The parameters O2idx denote index of O$_2$ in the species list and oxygen in the element list of the thermodynamic model. The thermodynamic model file is specified by the parameter. Parameter o2m denote aux variable for the oxygen to metal ratio in the fluorite phase. Element concentrations are defined as separate auxiliary variables that may be provided by other BISON modules.

A separate implementation of an auxiliary kernel, OxygenPPressureAux, that couples the THERMOCHIMICA thermodynamic calculations with the existing burnup and isotope model [12] in BISON (Burnup kernel) has also been utilized. BISON’s burnup model can calculate the amount of uranium and plutonium isotopes evolving during burnup, denoted as N$_{235}$, N$_{238}$, N$_{239}$, N$_{240}$, N$_{241}$, and N$_{242}$. The isotopes for each element are summed and used together with the initial amount of oxygen in the fuel for calculating the thermochemical equilibrium in the U-Pu-O system, and related oxidation state parameters. This is a simple system that does not take advantage of the full capabilities of the thermochemical solver, but it is used here for illustration of a potential of coupling between different physics phenomena. An example of the input block for the developed kernel OxygenPPressureAux is shown in Listing 6.

Listing 5. Example input for OxygenThermochimicaAux auxiliary kernel.

[auxkernels]
[./opp]
type = OxygenThermochimicaAux
variable = oxypp
O = el_o
Rb = el_rb
Sr = el_sr
Y = el_y
Zr = el_zr
Mo = el_mo
Tc = el_tc
Ru = el_ru
Rh = el_rh
Pd = el_pd
Te = el_te
I = el_i
Xe = el_xe
Cs = el_cs
Ba = el_ba
La = el_la
Ce = el_ce
Pr = el_pr
Nd = el_nd
U = el_u
Pu = elPu
O2idx = 2
O2iel = 21
temp = temp
pressure = 1.0
thermofile = DBV8_TMB_modified.dat
o2m = o2m
execute_on = timestep
[../]
Listing 6. Example input for OxygenPressureAux aux kernel.

In the input block of Listing 6, constant temperature is used although the kernel is capable of coupling with the temperature field. The pressure is provided as a scalar parameter although it can be easily extended in the MOOSE framework to accept the variable values. Parameters N235–N242 denote coupled variables from the Burnup block. Parameter O denotes the number of oxygen atoms in the unit volume calculated from the initial composition of the fuel. Other parameters have the same meaning as in the block described above. The kernel calculates oxygen partial pressure as the main variable and oxygen to metal ratio in the fluorite fuel phase as the secondary coupled variable. The kernel evaluation is fairly straightforward and the main steps of the evaluation are given in Listing 7.
Real OxygenPPressureAux::computeValue()
{
    double Temperature, Pressure, dMol, dO2M, dMolFraction,
    avogadro_number, dIdealConstant, dO2PPressure, moles_o, moles_u,
    moles_pu;
    int iElement, idbg;
    char cPhaseIn[] = "O2RU_C";

    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::setthermofilename)(cThermoFileName);
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::setstandardunits)();
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::ssparsecsdatafile)();

    // Set temperature and pressure for thermochemistry solver
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::settemperaturepressure)
    (&Temperature, &Pressure);

    atoms_u = on235[_qp]+_on238[_qp];
    atoms_pu=_on239[_qp]+_on240[_qp]+_on241[_qp]+_on242[_qp]+
    _on243[_qp];
    moles_o  = _oinit / avogadro_number;
    moles_u  = atoms_u  / avogadro_number;
    moles_pu = atoms_pu / avogadro_number;

    iElement=92; dMol=moles_u;
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::setelementmass)(&iElement, &dMol);
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::setelementmass)(&iElement, &dMol);
    iElement=8;  dMol=moles_o;
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::setelementmass)(&iElement, &dMol);
    // Calculate thermochemical equilibrium
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::thermochimica)();
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::compotomratio)(cPhaseInFortran, &dO2M, &idbg);
    FORTRAN_CALL(Thermochimica::getmolfraction)
    (&iElement, &dMolFraction, &idbg);

    dO2PPressure=dIdealConstant*Temperature*log(dMolFraction);
    _o2m[_qp] = dO2M;
    return dO2PPressure;
}


As before the main function calls compotomratio and getmolfraction are used to calculate oxygen to metal ratio and mole fraction of O₂ in the computed species.

Oxidation Calculations in BISON: Test and Example Problems

The accuracy of the developed functions and subroutines were validated using simple test and example problems available in BISON. We first show an oxidation state calculation on a simple cubic domain with dimensions given in Figure 8a. Thermal boundary conditions were applied that impose a temperature gradient on the thermal solution in the domain between 1473K and 873K as shown in Figure 8b.
Figure 8. (a) Problem geometry, and (b) Temperature [K] distribution for the thermal solution.

The elemental composition that was used to initiate the composition of the cubic domain corresponds to the calculated fission product inventory (Figure 5) for the outermost pellet ring in Figure 3, with the rings centerline at $r/r_o=0.9$. By imposing the temperature gradient between the bottom (873 K) and the top (1473 K) surface, the values of the oxygen potential across the vertical direction should recover values for at $r/r_o=0.9$ curve in Figure 6. The oxygen potential and oxygen to metal ratio in the fluorite phase computed in BISON by the OxygenThermochimicaAux auxiliary kernel are shown in Figures 9a and 9b, respectively.

Figure 9. (a) Oxygen potential [J/mol] and (b) oxygen-to-metal ratio distribution.
The two extreme values of the oxygen potential in Figure 9a match the values for the curve $r/r_0=0.9$ in Figure 6 for temperatures of 600 C (873 K) and 1200 C (1473 K), respectively, and thereby validate the BISON implementation of the oxidation state kernel.

In the next two simulations, a simplified version of the thermodynamics model and the auxiliary kernel OxygenPPressureAux were used and coupled with the Burnup model in BISON. The existing problems in bison/examples/2D_plane_strain_rod were modified to include the new oxidation state kernel. Figures 10 and 11 show the temperature and oxygen potential distributions for 600s and 133100s. With increasing burnup the oxidation state of the fuel increases as expected due to the limited fission product inventory used in the model.

![Figure 10](image1.png)

**Figure 10.** (a) Temperature [K] and (b) oxygen potential [J/mol] for time 600 s.

![Figure 11](image2.png)

**Figure 11.** (a) Temperature [K], and (b) oxygen potential [J/mol] for time 133100 s.

The three-dimensional model in BISON directory bison/examples/3D_rodlet_3pellets was also modified to use the oxidation state kernel. The geometry of the problem is shown in Figure 12.
Similarly to the previous problem, the model showed increasing oxidation state of the fuel as shown in the Figures 13 and 14.

**Figure 13.** (a) Temperature [K], and (b) oxygen potential [J/mol] for time 18800 s.
The above examples were simulated only to illustrate possible coupling in the existing framework and were not intended to investigate physical behavior of the fuel. In these simulations, the burnup process is very oxidizing and the oxygen to metal ratio is relatively high as expected because only uranium and plutonium isotopes are tracked. In order to enable a better estimate of the oxygen potential and the chemical state of the fuel it would be necessary to consider a larger number of fission products and more a comprehensive thermodynamic model.

The oxidation state kernel was also tested for BISON assessment problems in the bison/assessment directory where it performed similarly to the other example problems in the directory bison/examples. The IFA 515.10 Rod A1 fuel rod assessment problem was run with the oxygen potential kernel. The resulting temperature and oxygen potential distribution at the end of the simulation are shown in Figure 15. The radial direction was scaled by factor 20. The clad and expansion thermometer in the center were blacked out in Figure 14b as the value of the oxygen potential variable is zero in those regions.

**Figure 14.** (a) Oxygen potential [J/mol] and (b) oxygen to metal ratio at 1.32828e+07 s.
A thermochemical database for LWR fuel containing transuranics and fission products has been developed. The database was used in thermochemical calculations for simulating the composition of high burnup LWR nuclear fuel. The fuel element composition was provided by SCALE computations that used fuel composition and operating conditions from experimental measurements. The thermodynamics models and oxidation state computation modules implementation in BISON were used to simulate oxygen partial pressure values in the fuel and were compared to experiments, which showed good agreement. The developed modules were also demonstrated on small test problems and standard examples in BISON. The modules were coupled with the BISON burnup model which is restricted to tracking only isotopes of uranium and plutonium. The results from these simulations are consistent with the expected results and trends that are in such systems. The developed THERMOCHIMICA modules constitute a unique capability for modeling composition and spatial variation of compounds and phases in nuclear fuel during irradiation, and provide the framework for more accurate modeling of diffusion controlled processes in practical multicomponent systems.

**Figure 14.** (a) Temperature [K] and (b) Oxygen potential [J/mol] for IFA 515.10 Rod A1 assessment problem

**Summary**

A thermochemical database for LWR fuel containing transuranics and fission products has been developed. The database was used in thermochemical calculations for simulating the composition of high burnup LWR nuclear fuel. The fuel element composition was provided by SCALE computations that used fuel composition and operating conditions from experimental measurements. The thermodynamics models and oxidation state computation modules implementation in BISON were used to simulate oxygen partial pressure values in the fuel and were compared to experiments, which showed good agreement. The developed modules were also demonstrated on small test problems and standard examples in BISON. The modules were coupled with the BISON burnup model which is restricted to tracking only isotopes of uranium and plutonium. The results from these simulations are consistent with the expected results and trends that are in such systems. The developed THERMOCHIMICA modules constitute a unique capability for modeling composition and spatial variation of compounds and phases in nuclear fuel during irradiation, and provide the framework for more accurate modeling of diffusion controlled processes in practical multicomponent systems.
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